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  Beautiful landscaping accents the home with sweep-
ing lawn and keystone block flower beds filled with
colorful flowers and fragrant lilac bushes.
The grand covered entry protects your guests from
the weather and tiled entry warmly greets them.
The dramatic living room is designed to capture
every ray of sunshine with large windows and high
coffered ceiling. Warming fireplace. Custom paint-
ing
What a great kitchen! Gas center-island range,
built-in oven &  microwave,  pantry and breakfast
area. Access to a west-facing deck makes barbecu-
ing a breeze.
Relax in the family room by the cozy fireplace sur-
rounded by shelving to display your precious pho-
tos and trophies.
The bedroom on the main level would be ideal
for a home office or a  guest suite with easy access
to a full bath.

Great western exposure and the perfect floor plan for easy entertaining
and comfortable family living.  You will enjoy the peaceful neighborhood

setting, plus the easy access to schools and recreational areas.
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click on “WebTour”.

Escape to your private master suite and enjoy the
jetted tub, separate shower,  his & hers vanities
and two walk-in closets.
Two more large bedrooms on the same level are
serviced nicely by a full bath and play area.
Imagine the possibilities in the versatile walk-out
lower level. Lots of room for exercise equipment
and pool table.  The additional bedroom and  full
bath  will be great for the teenager or mother-in-
law that would like extra privacy.
You will love the incredible storage room on the
lower level. Store away files, decorations, or any-
thing that needs to be out of  the way.
In the oversized 3 car garage there is plenty of
room for an extra refrigerator or freezer; and shelv-
ing or work space to complete all those honey-
do projects.
Beautiful mountain views from living room and
front upstairs bedrooms.
Approximately 4,335+ square feet of living space
& 9,797 square foot lot.


